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Abstract: This study explores the association of novel COVID-19 with the dominant financial assets,
global uncertainty, commodity prices, and stock markets of the top ten corona-affected countries. We
employ a wavelet coherence technique to unearth this linkage using daily data of COVID-19 deaths
and reported cases from 1 January 2020 until 26 February 2021. The study finds a weak coherence
between COVID-19 and global uncertainty variables in the short and medium term, while a strong
positive correlation has been witnessed in the long run. The COVID-19 cases impact the stock markets
in the short and medium term, while no significant impact is reported in the long run. On the other
hand, a substantial impact of the COVID-19 outbreak has also been found on the exchange rate. In
addition, the real asset market, such as gold, remains more stable during the COVID-19 outbreak.
Thus, the study recommends that investors and portfolio managers should add such assets to their
investment options to safeguard the excessive risk and downside momentum of the equity market.
The study also has implications for regulators who are concerned with the neutrality of the COVID-19
effect and market stability.

Keywords: COVID-19; oil prices; gold asset; wavelet coherence

1. Introduction

In our globally interconnected economies, shocks inside a part of the economic system
or from outside can transform into extreme worldwide financial slumps through the entire
system, contributing to developing disparities across economies. On 30 January 2020, the
World Health Organization (WHO) released COVID-19’s first global warning; further, the
organization stated COVID-19 was a global pandemic on 11 March 2020, as the figure of
confirmed cases escalated globally [1]. The current COVID-19 widespread has led to the
most severe financial downturn in about a century, putting people’s well-being at risk,
hampering economic growth, and jeopardizing their employment. The scale and speed
of the COVID-19 financial crisis are unprecedented. The recession harmed worldwide
financial stability, and significant parts of the international economy, including the informal
economy, came to a halt. Governments have stopped the free fall of global growth with
unprecedented monetary and fiscal care—the latter to the tune of $11.5 trillion globally as
of September 2020—to expand support to companies and citizens where conditions and
budgetary space permitted. This uncommon monetary interruption can leave enduring
marks for quite a long time, emerging from substantial waning in capital stock, business,
and profitability. Governments also increased spending to help employees and protect jobs.
Government responses to the pandemic’s economic impact totaled $12 trillion globally.
The early effects of COVID-19 on world markets were multiple times bigger than that
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experienced in the early months of the 2008 GFC. Worldwide global production contracted
by 4.3 percent in 2020, more than three times what it was before the GFC of 2009 [2].

The moderate regaining of 4.7% predicted in 2021 will barely compensate for the
losses in 2020. More than 90 central banks have curtailed policy rates 241 times since
March 2020. Several central banks adopted extra monetary and prudential initiatives to
boost liquidity and ensure financial stability. Due to the stringent and prolonged lockout
measures implemented worldwide during the outbreak, the developed economies were
hit the hardest, with an expected production waning of 5.6 percent in 2020. In developing
economies, the shrinkage was less severe, with production plummeting by 2.5 percent in
2020. The pandemic wreaked havoc on the global labor market. By April 2020, nearly
2.7 billion jobs, or 81 percent of the global workforce, had been affected by full or partial
lockout measures.

COVID-19 affects supply and demand across all asset groups [3,4]. In several ways, the
contemporary pandemic parallels to the US Financial Crisis, when investors lost substantial
value in their investments [5]. Selected research papers have examined and corroborated
the COVID-19 crises’ drastic effects on financial assets and markets [6–11]. In the same
vein, studies reveal that in epidemics such as financial turmoil, the financial market’s level
of uncertainty is at an all-time high [12,13]. Global financial assets have already responded
with massive nosedives, volatility, and waning market liquidity. Financial assets have also
seen dramatic movement on an unparalleled range while risks have increased markedly,
echoing in response to the purported pandemic.

As the global financial milieu suffers due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it is central to
investigate how COVID-19 has impinged on the global asset classes. Our motivation for
investigating the purported theme comes from multiple studies that reveal that COVID-
19 has impacted global financial and macroeconomic variables, including multiple asset
classes. In this prospect, our central objective is to investigate how different asset classes
respond to the purported pandemic. Following the tracks of [14–16] this research adds
to the body of information by employing the wavelet coherence procedure to study the
co-movement between the purported pandemic with stock market indices, exchange rates,
oil prices, gold prices, and global uncertainty variables. Moreover, distinct from other
investigations, this research takes a more methodical approach by examining the top ten
most infected economies.

Gauging the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak in assets classes, namely, stock mar-
kets, exchange rates of the top ten most infected economies, and global asset variables,
namely, gold, crude oil, and uncertainty variables, shall provide institutional & individual
investors and the portfolios managers & policymakers with a systematical appreciation of
the performance and dynamics of the selected assets classes and shall assist in proper risk
measurement, portfolio diversification, and policy formulation.

Several scholars have utilized the following different methodologies of data analy-
sis on the effects of the COVID-19 crisis on many aspects of the financial and economic
dimensions. Diebold–Yilmaz [17], Markov Switching AR model [18], time-varying VAR
(TVP-VAR) [19], wavelet-based Granger causality, and coherence wavelet tests [14], multi-
variate regressions [20], GJR-GARCH model [21], GARCH (1,1) [22], Wavelet Coherence
technique [14,15], Asymmetric Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis [23].

In the lexicon of finance literature, wavelet-based analysis is increasingly being em-
ployed to examine the bilateral relationships between variables [24]. The employment of
wavelet coherence assists in investigating lead–lag interplay among the selected variables
during the COVID-19 period and assists the stakeholders in exercising caution when making
long-term investment decisions [25,26]. Appropriately, investigating by the wavelet catches a
more nuanced comprehension of the relationship through the co-movement of the purported
variables in both the time and frequency domains [27,28]. The standard techniques deliberate
on the time-space perspective [29]. Inline, the study employs the wavelet coherence method,
which covers both the cross-wavelet transform and coherence. Our findings are mainly
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saliently attributable to the fact that as COVID-19 progresses, there is rising anxiety about
multifarious potential costs and a hike in global economic uncertainty.

We make the following contributions to the extant literature: firstly, we investigate the
impact of daily observations of COVID-19 cases on multiple asset classes. Secondly, the
study covers the 10 hardest-hit economies by COVID-19. Our study further extends the
studies of [14–16] by covering multiple assets. By comparing and analyzing the influences
of the COVID-19 outbreak on the multiple asset classes, we present noteworthy implica-
tions for portfolio managers and other prime stakeholders for shaping risk management
strategies across several regimes.

In this prospect, our central objective in this study is to unearth how different asset
classes are responding to the purported pandemic. The following are the most significant
empirical findings of the current study:

Firstly, we have found a weak coherence between COVID-19 and global uncertainty
variables (USEPU, VIX, OVX, GVZ, EVZ) in the near to medium term while there is strong
and positive coherence in the long run. This strong positive coherence is initially led by
COVID-19 deaths and cases, and then it reciprocates as the time approaches 256 days in
the time–frequency domain. Such time-inconsistent results of the lead–lag relationship
of COVID-19 with VIX and OVX have also been conveyed by [14]. Secondly, concerning
local stock markets’ reaction to the COVID-19 deaths and cases, it is found that local
COVID-19 cases lead the stock market only in the near to medium term, not in the long
run. This implies that the local investors give immediate feedback reaction to the incoming
information. However, global investors take time to readjust their global portfolios in
reaction to market news. Thirdly, in the time–frequency analysis of the COVID-19 pandemic
and gold price, the study finds that as time passes, the gold market gets adjusted to COVID-
19 information and starts behaving like normal. It is because gold is considered a safer
investment option for investors and fund managers. Being considered a haven for investors,
they can diversify their portfolio risk by adding gold to their basket of assets. Fourth, a
strong connectedness between COVID-19 deaths and cases and ER at a lower scale has been
observed, which indicates a significant bearing of the COVID-19 outbreak on the exchange
rate returns.

The remainder of this paper is systematized as follows. Section 2 covers the related
literature. Section 3 discusses the methodology used and the data. Section 4 provides
empirical results and policy recommendations. Section 5 concludes the study and the
policy implications.

2. Literature Review
2.1. COVID-19 and Stock Market

Previous studies have examined how pandemics such as SARS and EBOLA affect stock
market results [30–33]. Inline, given the ruthlessness of the current pandemic, scholars
have begun investigating COVID-19’s effects, and an apparent pattern between COVID-19
and stock markets has emerged. Ref. [34] employing daily COVID-19 confirmed cases
and deaths data from 64 economies as well as stock market returns from 22 January 2020
to 17 April 2020, discovered that stock markets retorted adversely to the development in
COVID-19-affirmed cases.

Ref. [35] through the asymmetric power GARCH model, discovered that COVID-19
has a noteworthy negative impact on market returns in the US and Japan. Furthermore,
COVID-19 has had a more considerable influence on stock market volatility in the United
States, Germany, and Italy than the 2008 crises. However, the GFC affected the Nikkei
225 index and SSEC’s financial volatility more than COVID-19. Ref. [36] using Granger
casualties of stock markets from 20 different countries, reveal that COVID-19 causes close
financial linkage between countries. Ref. [37] through a smooth transition HAR model,
explore the COVID-19 financial crisis in G7 countries and 10 sectors. The study finds clear
evidence of a transition to a crisis regime in all countries and industries, but the severity
and timing of crises differ. Ref. [38] through martingale difference and conditional het-
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eroscedasticity tests, explore the topmost four affected economies in the current pandemic
(USA, Brazil, India, and Russia).

The study reveals no indication of a significant shift in the market efficiency for
the US and Brazil. However, following the coronavirus outbreak, Indian stock markets
became more information inefficient, while Russian stock markets became more information
effective. Ref. [39] unearth the direct and incidental effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on
stock market volatility through data from 34 developed and emerging markets, in addition
to how certain economic aspects can help to minimize the volatility shock and prevent a
possible financial crisis. Ref. [40] covering 76 different countries show that a rise in the
Barro Misery Index (BMI) has an unfavorable impact on stock returns and raises stock
volatility. The analysis also shows that the effects of BMI mechanisms on stock returns and
volatility vary between the multifarious markets. Ref. [41] revealed that COVID-19 had
increased the volatility of the ASEAN stock markets.

Ref. [42] assess the effect of COVID-19 on stock market volatility in 11 developed
economies and China and show that volatility escalated considerably during the studied
period. Ref. [43] bring out that during the COVID-19 pandemic, listed companies in
China and G7 countries, both financial and non-financial, have notably higher conditional
correlations between their stock returns. However, in the COVID-19 outbreak, the scale of
the escalation in these correlations is notably higher for financial firms, putting forward the
worth of their part in financial contagion transmission. Ref. [44] through a set of a dozen
economies with the most liquid stock markets, showed that the panic activated by the
pandemic hurts stock returns through the escalation of the market risk premium channel.
Ref. [45] employing the wavelet method, reveal that all ASEAN-5 stock markets exhibited
good coherence with the Dow Jones Index as the pandemic progressed (mid-period).
However, there is no coherence between the ASEAN-5 stock markets, local COVID-19
events, and the Dow Jones Index at the end of the selected period. Ref. [46] found a negative
association between stock markets and COVID-19 regardless of Islamic or conventional
stocks. Ref. [47] explored the presence of a strong impact of COVID-19 on Islamic and
conventional markets’ volatilities, especially during the long term.

Ref. [48] examined the influence of COVID-19 on the populaces and equity markets of
92 economies. The study shows no connection between a country’s stock market perfor-
mance and its ability to cope with COVID-19. Ref. [49] through the TVP-VAR connectedness
approach, shows that around the time of the COVID-19 outbreak, there is a testimony of a
major shift in the arrangement and time-varying patterns of return connectedness through
different assets. The outcomes also point to the risk of endangering investors’ portfolios
and diminishing the advantages of broadening. Ref. [50] highlight how the impact of
COVID-19 is widespread on the microstructure of US value markets. The study advocates
that a hike in confirmed coronavirus cases and deaths is connected to a sizable rise in
market illiquidity and fluctuations. Ref. [51] reports that emerging stock markets are more
subject to UPE than developed market stocks.

Furthermore, the study shows that integrating the UPE indicator into the stock valua-
tion is critical for investment decisions, especially during pandemics. Ref. [52] employing a
complex network approach, explores the effects of COVID-19 on 56 global stock indices.
Due to COVID-19, the results show a structural shift in the form of node shifts, decreased
connectivity, and significant differences in the network’s topological traits. Based on re-
gional positioning, the results also show noteworthy clustering and homogeneity in the
international stock market network.

2.2. COVID-19 and Uncertainty

The effects of financial uncertainties on economic and financial variables, namely,
overall financial uncertainty, stock market uncertainty, and oil market uncertainty, are
increasingly attracting researchers’ attention [12,53,54]. Consequently, as the point of
uncertainty in particular financial markets changes, investors are impelled to rebalance
their portfolios, and it is pertinent to investigate the effects of global financial uncertainties.
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The implied volatility, which manifests in investor expectation and market sentiment, is
regularly used to determine the uncertainties of specific financial markets relating to global
financial uncertainties [55]. COVID-19-related uncertainty has repercussions on the returns
and volatility in the US and globally [50,56].

Ref. [57] through wavelet coherence investigation, reveals, relating to COVID-19, that
EPU has an increasing impact on sector volatility than the global financial crisis (GFC)
across multiple areas. Additionally, during the COVID-19 pandemic, EPU leads all sector
volatility, while during the GFC, some sector volatility leads EPU. Ref. [58] show the
effect of COVID-19-related uncertainty on regional index returns and volatility. The study
shows that COVID-19-related uncertainty has a deleterious effect on all countries. Ref. [59]
investigate multiple measures of economic uncertainty in the US and the UK before and
after the COVID-19 pandemic. Following the pandemic and its economic consequences, all
indicators show notable increases in uncertainty. Ref. [60] report that commodity returns
escalate as COVID-19-related fear upsurges. Because of the deleterious correlation between
GFI and the stock market, the study deduces that the commodity market serves better safe
haven traits than the stock market. Ref. [61] show that the financial sector was a strong
transmitter of spillovers to other sectors.

2.3. COVID-19 and Exchange Rate

A set of studies reveals the connection between exchange rate volatility and the
pandemic [62,63]. Ref. [64] through a time-varying unit root model, highlights that COVID-
19 has affected the Yen–US dollar exchange rate. Ref. [65] through GMM estimation, cover
20 countries from 13 January 2020 to 21 July 2020, and reveal that an increase in COVID-19
reported cases increases exchange rate volatility significantly.

Ref. [22] presents new evidence that disease outbreaks encompass useful data that
can be employed to improve exchange rate return and volatility forecasts. The study
shows that COVID-19 has a stronger predictive influence over volatility than returns for
a one-day ahead forecast horizon employing the total number of infections per million.
Ref. [66] use multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MF-DFA) to support the presence
of multifractality in forex markets, demonstrating a drop-in forex market efficiency through
the COVID-19 outbreak and varied effects on the forte of multifractality of exchange rate
returns. Through the time-varying spillover model, [67] reveal that the B&R framework
spillover index symbolizes some unexpected regional crises. The study reports that internal
financial reforms and external economic shocks affect the RMB exchange rate spillover.

Furthermore, the contemporary outbreak of COVID-19 has thrown RMB’s supremacy
into disarray. Ref. [68] through a multifactor arbitrage pricing model, revealed that industries
were more vulnerable to exchange rate risk during and after the pandemic than other sectors.

2.4. COVID-19—OIL

Not only are commodity markets susceptible to the rule of supply and demand,
macroeconomic ingredients (exchange rates and inflation, and political events), are also
vulnerable to pandemic factors [69]. The current pandemic has had a major effect on
the energy area [70]. During this juncture, the crude oil market has seen some of the
highest levels of volatility, partly due to the COVID-19 pandemic and partly due to political
maneuvering among oil producers [71]. Ref. [72] state that a daily newspaper-based index
of infectious disease uncertainty (EMVID) has an affirmative effect on global oil market
volatility. Ref. [73] found a strong spillover of the financial market during economic turmoil.

Ref. [74] utilize the TVP-VAR dependent connectedness index method and report that
the financial panic risk has a central mediation effect. Ref. [75] through the DCC-GARCH
model’s time-varying correlations, indicate that gold is a haven currency for global crude oil
markets during the COVID-19 era. Ref. [76] employing long memory techniques, inspected
the bearing of COVID-19 on WTI crude oil prices. Ref. [77] explore that an increase in the
non-oil GDP growth rate increases domestic investment, while natural resources crowd
out domestic investment. The study discovered that the oil price series means reverting,
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meaning that the shock would be transient but have long-term consequences. Ref. [78]
examine the financial and non-financial industries’ vulnerability to oil price risk during
the COVID-19 pandemic. The empirical findings report that positive oil price risk shocks
favor oil supply industries in general, while positive oil price shocks hurt oil consumers
and financial industries.

2.5. COVID-19 and Gold

Gold is a store of significant worth utilized for speculation and support purposes.
In reality, gold is a safe haven asset in global financial markets, oil markets, and during
periods of rising inflation. It is also held in reserve by several central banks [79–81]. Inline
selected studies have revealed that gold is a hedging instrument in portfolio diversification
and a safe haven in times of economic uncertainty and volatile markets. Gold has been
shown to hold its value during market upheavals [82,83]. Ref. [84] corroborate the gold
market’s ability to serve as a safe haven during a pandemic, but with greater efficacy before
the outbreak.

Furthermore, regardless of the time, gold consistently outperforms US stocks and other
important precious metals such as silver, palladium, and platinum as safe haven assets.
Ref. [85] employing the ARMA-GARCH model, examine the behavior of gold-backed
cryptocurrencies during the COVID-19 crisis and, in particular, during the bearish phase of
2020. The study revealed that during the COVID-19 crisis, PAX Gold’s volatility increased.
Ref. [86] through a bivariate Dynamic Conditional Correlation Generalized Autoregressive
Conditional Heteroskedasticity, revealed that gold, US, UK, and German sovereign bonds
are secure investments while covering correlation within the major asset classes between
the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) and COVID-19’s 100 days. Through a sequential tracking
technique, [87] reveal that the role of a safe haven diminished for the majority of the assets
assessed, while gold futures endured being robust safe haven assets during the pandemic.

In line, [14] reveal that COVID-19 is an economic crisis. Through wavelet, [88] investi-
gate the time–frequency connection between the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases and
selected variables among the 15 economies afflicted the most by the COVID-19 situation.
The study reveals that average daily temperature has a noteworthy bearing on the spread
of the purported disease.

Our thesis states that the COVID-19 epidemic hurts stock markets and the financial
system by cutting returns. Our proposition is supported by the lines of related research
conducted on the link between financial markets and severe calamities [89,90] These
theoretical links imply that severe events, such as COVID-19, result in a negative reaction
in stock prices and related financial variables. This has hindered stock indexes worldwide
and has severe spillover effects with the foreign exchange markets [91,92]. Worsened
swings in stock market and other related financial variables were caused by concerns over
the shocking news of patient infections and fatalities, particularly those leading from the
topmost affected economies by COVID-19 cases and deaths [14].

By demonstrating the connection between COVID-19 cases (infections and fatalities)
and financial variables, we set the stage for authorities to install appropriate regulations to
combat other related outbreaks ahead. Furthermore, in contrast to previous studies, this
one takes a much more robust approach by assessing a larger number of countries (the top
10 most infected economies) instead of concentrating on only one. We have not been able to
find any investigations that have appeared at the impact of COVID-19 on multiple implied
volatilities. Therefore, gaining a better grasp of multiple implied volatilities shall assist us
in comprehending the stock and financial markets and give us a clearer perspective of the
top 10 most infected economies as a whole.

In summary, the extant literature discloses the paucity of studies covering multiple
asset classes in tandem with the global uncertainty variables. The current paper attempts
to lessen this research gap by investigating the impact of COVID-19 on stock and exchange
rates in the top 10 most affected economies, and further, the impact of the purported
pandemic on commodity assets (oil and gold) and global uncertainty variables.
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3. Data and Methodology
3.1. Estimation Technique (Wavelet Coherence)

This study has used the wavelet coherence technique, which enables us to study the co-
movement between COVID-19 cases/death and global variables, i.e., VIX, WTI, OVX, EVZ,
GVZ, SMI, ER, and USEPU through the time–frequency space. One of the main advantages
of wavelet methods is that they can present output without splitting the data into different
sample periods. Similarly, we can examine correlation patterns between financial data
during different regimes using this technique. Wavelet coherence also allows for a three-
dimensional analysis by simultaneously considering the time and frequency components
and the strength/weakness of the correlation between the time series components. On the
other hand, standard time series econometric approaches evaluate the time and frequency
components separately [93,94]. In summary, the wavelet coherence approach has four
major advantages: (1) measuring the dynamic relationship between variables instead of
suggesting a static relation [95]; (2) identifying structural breaks when there is a complete
breakdown in correlation or a shift in the specific frequency band; (3) determining the
causality relationship at various frequencies; and (4) according to [96], other estimation
techniques require parameters while the wavelet model is free from following such rules.
Ref. [94] explained Wavelet coherence as follows:

R2
n(s) =

|s(s−1WXY
n (s)|2

s(s−1WX
n (s)|2·S(s−1WY

n (s)|2

where S is used for something in the series. Otherwise, all times and scales would be
identical to one. Conversion in scale and time would be employed to obtain smoothness.

S(W) = Sscale(Stime(Wn(s)))

where Stime and Sscale show time and scale smoothness in wavelet correspondingly. Taking
into consideration the nature of our variables and data, [97] smoothing operator, i.e., Morlet
Wavelet, is employed:

Stime (W)|s = (Wn(s) ∗ c1
−t2

2s2 )|s; Stime (W)|s = (Wn(s) ∗ c2π(0.6 s))|n

where normalization contents are C1 and C2, and rectangle functions are represented by
π. Similarly, 0.6 factor is considered for scale decorrelation length of the Morlet wavelet
following [98]. 0 ≤ R2

n(s) ≤ 1 is the range of Wavelet coherence two-time, which demon-
strates at each scale two time series linear association. WXY

n (s) represents cross wavelet
power and shows a region time scale where time series demonstrate high common power
and can be deliberated for local covariance between two series at each scale. Thus, the two
series y(t) and x(t) i.e., cross wavelet power, is explained as:

WXY
n (s) = WX

n (s)W∗Yn (s)

The above equation WX
n (s) and W∗Yn show two continuous wavelets transform series

correspondently where the * represents a complex conjugate.
Lead–lag association can be depicted by the wavelet coherence of different phases

where the phase of wavelet coherence can be explained as:

∅XY
n (s) = tan−1(

I
{

S(s−1WXY
n (s))

}
R{S(s−1WXY

n (s))}
)

The wavelet coherence is used to locate regions in time–frequency space where two-
time series co-vary. Warmer colors (red) indicate regions with many interrelations, while
colder colors (blue) indicate less interrelation, i.e., less dependence between two series.
Outside the significant areas, cold regions reflect time and frequencies without dependency
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on the sequence. As a result, the frequency and time intervals at which macro-economic
variables and COVID-19 shift in parallel can be assessed. Since a continuous wavelet
transformation uses information from neighboring data sets at any given point, areas at the
start and finish of the time interval should be viewed cautiously. As a result, only scales up
to 256 days are used. An arrow in the wavelet coherence plot represents the lead/lag phase
relationships between the examined series. On a given scale, a zero-phase difference implies
that the two-time series move in sync. When the time series are in phase (anti-phase), the
arrows point to the right (left). While two series are in phase, they are going in the same
direction, while when they are in anti-phase, they are moving in the opposite direction.
COVID-19 leads to macroeconomic variables with arrows pointing right down or left up,
while macroeconomic variables lead with arrows pointing right up or left down.

3.2. Justification of Using Wavelet Coherence Approach

In this study, we have used the Wavelet coherence model to analyze the relationships
among financial assets, global uncertainty, commodity prices, and stock markets as well
as COVID-19. The same approach i.e., Wavelet Coherence, is utilized by several studies
such as [61,72,99] to investigate stock markets and COVID-19 association. The COVID-19
pandemic has had a profound impact on the global economy and has caused significant
changes in these variables. Using the wavelet coherence model to examine the relationships
between these variables can provide insights into the impact of the pandemic on the global
economy and the financial markets of the top ten countries affected by COVID-19. Wavelet
coherence allows for identifying correlations between time series data at different scales
and frequencies, providing a more complete understanding of the relationships between
variables than traditional linear methods. This is particularly useful when studying the
impact of a rapidly evolving event such as the COVID-19 pandemic, where correlations
and relationships can change over time. The wavelet coherence model can also account
for non-stationary data, which is common in financial and economic data, providing a
more accurate representation of the relationships between variables. By analyzing the
wavelet coherence between financial assets, global uncertainty, commodity prices, and
stock markets of the top ten corona-affected countries, researchers can gain insights into
the impact of the pandemic on the global economy and financial markets. The analysis can
help to determine which financial assets are most strongly correlated with the spread of the
virus, the impact of global uncertainty on commodity prices, and the relationships between
stock market performance and the pandemic.

3.3. Data

The selection of the period is reasonable by our research objective and maintained
by the obtainability of the data. The data employed in the purported study encompasses
daily observations of COVID-19 (measured as a number of the infected cases and deaths
of a novel COVID-19 in the 10 most affected economies). The study covers spot prices
of multiple assets, namely, two asset classes (stock market indices and exchange rates
against the US dollar) from the 10 most affected economies by COVID-19, in tandem
with global assets classes (gold and oil) and global uncertainty variables (VIX, OVX, EVZ,
GVZ, USEPU). We investigate the impact of COVID-19 confirmed cases and deaths of
10 most-affected economies on the purported variables covering the country traits and
global international factors listed below in Table 1. The data for the assets and global
uncertainty variables are extracted from the Bloomberg terminal. COVID-19 reported cases
and deaths are obtained from Thomson Reuters.

We utilize the daily price of WTI, a standard price in the worldwide oil market, and
consider a yardstick price, demonstrating the real-world oil market for the crude oil market.

The data period was carefully chosen to confirm a balanced panel data frame across
the cross-section of the economies. We have daily data spanning from 1 January 2020 to 26
February 2021, which gives a total of 2840 observations.
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The above Table 2 presents information on the descriptive and distribution properties
of the selected variables series or their transformed values in sync with the regular practice
in the empirical study. These descriptive statistics proffer central insights that highlight the
advance in the analysis part. The SD of COVID-19 deaths and cases are high, representing
large variation compared to other variables, while VIX, WTI, OVX, EVZ, and GVZ ER are
the least volatile. Large kurtosis values (Kurt) show that the COVID-19 death and cases
distributions have fat tails. All the variables, except Gold and WTI, are positively skewed,
indicating a high probability of a positive response.

Table 1. List of the top 10 most affected economies by COVID-19 Cases and COVID-19 Deaths.

Affected Countries COV Cases COV Deaths

1. United States 25,885,662 434,934

2. India 10,767,208 154,522

3. Brazil 9,229,322 225,099

4. Russia 3,868,087 179,046

5. United Kingdom 3,835,783 106,564

6. France 3,201,461 76,512

7. Spain 2,822,805 59,081

8. Italy 2,560,957 88,845

9. Turkey 2,485,182 26,117

10 Germany 2,224,898 57,454
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/, accessed on 10 December 2022. Note: The numbers of confirmed
cases and death cases are as on 1 February 2021.

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics.

STATS N Mean SD Min Max Skewness Kurtosis

COVDTH 2840 53,720.46 74,986.54 0.00 499,209.00 2.57 11.54

COVCAS 2840 2,032,767.00 3,896,737.00 0.00 27,900,000.00 3.72 20.10

VIX 2840 28.50 11.72 12.10 82.69 1.93 7.87

WTI 2840 41.53 12.06 −37.63 63.57 −1.28 8.76

OVX 2840 60.90 42.67 27.66 325.15 2.54 10.32

EVZ 2840 7.64 2.15 4.13 19.31 2.02 10.34

GVZ 2840 21.25 6.01 10.91 48.98 1.24 6.20

SMI 2840 19,770.46 29,366.91 1014.10 125,076.60 2.23 6.91

ER 2840 16.01 28.28 0.71 80.93 1.54 3.41

USEPU 2840 269.95 143.02 22.25 807.66 0.88 3.52

Gold 2636 1780.09 139.14 1471.24 2063.54 −0.30 1.94

4. Results and Discussion

To assess the coherence between economic variables and novel COVID-19 deaths
and cases, we use the wavelet coherence technique discussed in Section 3. The vertical
days’ scale is segregated into short term (4–16), medium term (16–64), and long term
(64–256). The dark blue and infrequent red spots in the time–frequency domain suggest
a low coherence among the pairs of variables over the sample period of this study. At
the same time, the dark red zone represents strong dependence between the variables.
Similarly, the arrows represent the nature of the co-movement of the two-time series. When
arrows are moving towards the right (left), this indicates that two variables have positive
(negative) correlations. If the arrow’s direction is towards the right, up (down) indicates

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
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that the second variable is leading (lagging), and if the arrow’s direction is towards the left,
up (down) indicates that the first variable is leading (lagging). When arrows are upward
(downward) with 90◦, the second (first) variable is leading with 90◦ dominance.

In Figure 1, we have found a weak coherence between US economic policy uncertainty
and COVID-19 deaths and cases in the near to medium term. However, on the long
horizon, there is a strong coherence between US economic policy uncertainty and COVID-
19 deaths and cases. COVID-19 deaths and cases initially lead to strong positive correlation,
which indicates that it is anticipated to have a negative long-term impact on the economic
uncertainties in the US as the time approaches 256 days’ scale in the time–frequency
domain. The economic policy uncertainty is primarily related to the US external and
internal economic environment, such as exchange rate, oil prices, industrial outcome, and
stock markets that react to the uncertainty and rise of bad news of COVID-19. These
results are consistent with the findings of [19,50,56,100] that reported the consequence of
COVID-19-related information spillover on the EPU and its further impact on the sectoral
returns and volatilities. Similarly, in the past, the subprime mortgage crisis in the United
States in 2007 started the global financial crisis, and its destruction and effects caused
the global economy to keep contracting. In a similar vein, [59] have also witnessed an
enormous impact of economic indicators on the overall uncertainty in the US and UK
during COVID-19. Global extreme events effects economies differently and enhance the
uncertainty of economic policies.

Moreover, pandemic has caused a shift in the global financial market. For the exchange
rate, a short-term coherence does exist between ER and COVID-19, which is initially
positive and led by COVID-19 deaths and cases from 0–500 days on the timeline and then
responded with irreconcilable co-movement by ER from 500–1000 days on the horizontal
axis. Consistent with these results, [88] also report that a strong connectedness at a lower
scale indicates a significant impact of COVID-19 cases on the exchange rate return and
stock market returns. Similarly, there is a positive but insignificant coherence between
EVZ and COVID-19 deaths and cases in the short and medium term. The reason behind
weak short run coherence can explained through determinants of exchange rate volatility,
which is demand and supply of foreign assets, which does not react immediately in crises
situations. Moreover, fear of losing financial reserves has also taken part in stability
of exchange rate volatility. Ref. [101] found informal economy is harmful to economic
stability. Similarly, [102] investigated the inverse association between bank stability and
bank profitability.

However, in the long term, i.e., 64–256 days’ scale, there is a strong positive coherence
between EVZ and COVID-19 deaths and cases, which is mainly led by COVID-19 deaths
and cases. This lead–lag relationship implies the market strength and suggestive causal
interaction in the time–frequency which is also consistent with [65], who find that COVID-
19 cases increase the exchange rate volatility.

Ref. [103] has also identified that the shockwave impact of COVID-19 is eight-times
bigger than the global financial crisis of 2007–2008 on the currency market. The pandemic
not only affected the health of the people but also impacted the economies, resulting in
reduced expectations and deteriorating financial markets. Figure 2 includes the class of
variables representing the global uncertainty in the equity capital markets. The results of
wavelet coherence between VIX and the COVID-19 pandemic do not exhibit a persistent and
significant correlation between these two variables in the short run (lower scale). However,
on the long horizon, a significant coherence exists, primarily led by COVID-19 deaths
and cases. Still, the divergence occurs quickly as the stock market reacts to the COVID-19
information spillover. The VIX is usually used as a measure of global investors’ sentiment;
thus, the VIX’s reciprocate reaction certifies investors’ reaction in the long horizon when
they have enough time to readjust their investment portfolios.
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Figure 1. This figure represented the wavelet coherence results of US-related economic policy
uncertainty and COVID-19 deaths and reported cases (country-specific). In this class of variables, US
POLICY represents the US economic policy uncertainty, EVZ represents the exchange rate volatility,
and ER represents the country-specific exchange rate per US dollar. The dark colors (red) show
regions with high coherence; the dark blue represents lower coherence. Beyond the significant area,
i.e., light blue or yellow colors represents no coherence between pairs. In the time–frequency domain,
the time (in days ranging from March 2020 to March 2021) is presented on the horizontal axis, and
frequency/scale is represented on the vertical axis. The curvy light grey lines isolate the statistically
significant area 5% significance level.
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Figure 2. This figure represented the wavelet coherence results of stock market uncertainty and
COVID-19 deaths and reported cases (country-specific). In this class of variables, VIX represents the
level of risk/uncertainty in the stock market, and SMI represents the country-specific stock market
index. The dark colors (red) show regions with high coherence, and the dark blue color represents
lower coherence. Beyond the significant area, i.e., light blue or yellow colors represents no coherence
between pairs. In the time–frequency domain, the time (in days ranging from March 2020 to March
2021) is presented on the horizontal axis, and frequency/scale is represented on the vertical axis. The
curvy light grey lines isolate the statistically significant area 5% significance level.

For the country-specific stock markets, we have deliberately considered the stock
market indices at a level instead of volatility to check the domestic equity capital market
reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic. The results of wavelet coherence are found to be
significantly different from the former ones [14,104]. The results exhibit frequent switching
of lead–lag relationship between SMI and COVID-19 deaths and cases over the short- and
medium-term sample period. This co-movement is significant and positive and led by
COVID-19 deaths and cases, and then it is quickly responded to the opposite reaction
of domestic stock markets. The stock markets seem to react to bad news coming from
Wuhan, then the sudden increase in infected patients and death has created an alarming
situation in a very short period. However, in the long run, there is no coherence between
SMI and COVID-19 deaths and cases. These results align with [45], who also report that
local COVID-19 cases lead the stock market only in the short and medium term, not in
the long run for ASEAN-5. However, our results contradict the empirical findings of [88]
who found the COVID-19 cases had a long-term impact on stock markets because the
investors were expecting longer worldwide lockdowns. The inconsistent reaction of global
and domestic stock markets to COVID-19 deaths and cases implies that domestic investors
respond spontaneously to the COVID-19 deaths and cases. In contrast, global investors react
more to the heterogeneous information regarding COVID-19 deaths and cases worldwide.
In addition, when the COVID-19-related information spillover was transmitted, global
investors’ sentiments started building up, which signified global uncertainty in the stock
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market. Consequently, the VIX hits back strongly in the medium and long horizon in the
time–frequency domain.

Global policy uncertainty is also represented through global commodity prices and un-
certainties. The results of wavelet coherence between global commodity prices/uncertainties
and COVID-19 deaths and cases are presented in Figure 3. Concerning WTI oil prices, a
weak co-movement has been observed between WTI and COVID-19 deaths and cases in the
short term (lower scale). However, in the long term, a significant negative reaction is shown
by the oil prices. These results are consistent with [105]. Moreover, WTI oil prices got
dropped by more than 80% within 3–4 months since the start of the COVID-19 outbreak and
hit the lowest level in the oil market history. Over the past two decades, the price of crude
oil has significantly declined on the worldwide market, particularly during the 2007–2008
financial crises and COVID-19. These results align with [106,107], who have also reported
a significant drop in oil prices due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Apart from COVID-19
crises, a major oil-exporting country, Saudi Arabia, announced the price discount which
subsequently melted down the crude oil market and resulted in higher volatility during
that period.

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. This figure represented the wavelet coherence results of stock market uncertainty and
COVID-19 deaths and reported cases (country-specific). In this class of variables, WTI Prices represent
global oil prices, OVX represents oil price volatility, and GVZ represents gold price volatility. The dark
colors (red) show regions with high coherence, and the dark blue color represents lower coherence.
Beyond the significant areas, i.e., light blue or yellow colors represents no coherence between pairs. In
the time–frequency domain, the time (in days ranging from March 2020 to March 2021) is presented
on the horizontal axis, and frequency/scale is represented on the vertical axis. The curvy light grey
lines isolate the statistically significant area 5% significance level.

Similarly, concerning oil price volatility, low coherence between OVX and COVID-19
deaths and cases has been observed in the near to medium term. In the long run, a strong
red zone and right up arrows represent a significant positive coherence between OVX and
COVID-19 deaths and cases. These results are quite parallel to the wavelet coherence between
VIX and COVID-19. In this case, COVID-19 deaths and cases are leading OVX in the long run;
however, it reciprocates as time progresses. These time-inconsistent results of the lead–lag
relationship of COVID-19 with VIX and OVX align with [14]. This implies that like VIX,
the volatility of oil prices also gives a stern reaction to COVID-19. As the number of deaths
and reported cases toll high, the uncertainty in the oil market also increases. Refs. [41,73]
have reported similar results related to pandemic disease and global oil market volatility. On
the other hand, after the OPEC+ output agreement collapsed and the COVID-19 epidemic
occurred, the crude oil market became a victim of double shock and evolved into a net shock
transmitter over time. Consequently, it is incontestable that the rare confluence of rising
supply and falling demand in the oil market faced a complicated situation.

In the case of the gold price, a negative and insignificant coherence has been observed
between gold price and COVID-19 deaths and cases at a lower scale. This negative rela-
tionship becomes significant in the medium term, yet the gold price leads it. However, this
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nexus becomes positive in the long horizon, strongly led by COVID-19 deaths and cases.
This suggests that the immediate reaction of gold prices to COVID-19 was negative, but
it did not persist for long because of the safe investment property of gold. Unlike gold
price, there is a positive yet weak coherence between GVZ and COVID-19 deaths and cases
in the short and medium term, while on the long term, like gold price, a strong positive
coherence led by COVID-19 deaths and cases has been observed. However, as time passes,
the commodity market adjusts to COVID-19 information and starts behaving like normal.
This suggests that gold is a safer investment option for investors and fund managers. Being
considered the safe haven for investors, they can diversify their portfolio risk by adding
gold to their basket of assets. Ref. [86] have also witnessed increased volatility of gold
during COVID-19. However, many studies have considered gold a hedging tool and a safe
haven for investors during the time of high economic uncertainty [83,84].

The spillover effects of global uncertainty variables and COVID-19 ranges from low to
high contagion effects. The above results depict an unusual response by the stock market
and an exceptional rise in economic policy uncertainty. While the oil price volatility shocks
can be explained due to travel restrictions around the world, as most of the economic and
industrial activities are closely responsive to crude oil prices, OPEC can help in suppressing
this risk. From as asset management perspective, investors are redistributing the assets in
their portfolios in the short term based on their risk assessments and personal impressions
of the impending bad news from the Coronavirus outbreak which caused high volatility in
equity markets.

Highlights of the Novelty of Analysis

The following are some of the highlights of the novelty of our analysis.

i. This study is novel in the sense that COVID-19 has had a significant impact on the
global economy, leading to an unprecedented level of uncertainty and volatility in
financial markets, especially the 10 most impacted countries.

ii. The pandemic has affected commodity prices and stock markets differently, high-
lighting the need for a comprehensive analysis of the relationship between COVID-
19 and financial assets.

iii. Focusing on the top ten corona-affected countries provides valuable insight into
the impact of COVID-19 on the world’s largest economies and how they are coping
with the pandemic’s economic fallout.

iv. This analysis can also provide a useful reference for policymakers, investors, and
business leaders to understand the ongoing effects of COVID-19 on the global
economy and financial markets.

v. The study of the relationship between COVID-19 and financial assets can also
help identify patterns and trends that can inform future policy decisions and risk
management strategies.

vi. The integration of multiple variables, such as global uncertainty, commodity prices,
and stock markets, provides a comprehensive and holistic understanding of the
impact of COVID-19 on the global economy.

vii. The novelty of this analysis lies in its focus on the latest developments and the
most recent data, ensuring that the findings are up-to-date and relevant in the
current context.

5. Conclusions and Policy Implications

This study investigates the impact of COVID-19 on the prime financial assets of the
top ten affected economies. It employed the wavelet coherence technique, which allows us
to assess the co-movement between COVID-19 cases/deaths and dominant financial asset
classes (WTI, GVZ, SMI, ER) as well as the global uncertainty indicators (VIX, OVX, EVZ,
USEPU) throughout the time–frequency space.

This study finds a weak coherence between COVID-19 and global uncertainty variables
(USEPU, VIX, OVX, GVZ,) in the short and medium term. However, a strong positive
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correlation has been witnessed in the long run for these variables, which is initially led
by COVID-19 deaths and cases. Then, it reciprocates the nature of co-movement as the
time approaches 256 days scale in the time–frequency domain. This implies that such a
pandemic increases global uncertainty, making global investors and fund managers more
vulnerable in their investment settings.

On the other hand, investors are considerably safer in the long run because it is
evident that local COVID-19 cases lead the stock market only in the short and medium
term, not in the long run, which means that investors holding securities enjoyed consistent
returns. In addition, the real asset market, such as gold, remains more stable during the
COVID-19 outbreak, being a safe haven and investment alternative for the investors. In the
time–frequency analysis of the COVID-19 pandemic and gold price, the study finds that as
the time approaches 256 days scale on the vertical axis, the gold market gets adjusted to
COVID-19 information and starts behaving like normal. Thus, it is recommended that the
investors and portfolio managers add such assets to their investment options to safeguard
their excessive risk in inescapable situations. A strong connectedness between COVID-19
deaths and cases and ER at a lower scale has been observed, indicating a noteworthy impact
of the COVID-19 outbreak on the exchange rate returns. In similar vein, the oil price also
got affected by COVID-19, which can be explained due to imposed travel restrictions and
fall of demand in the international market.

The findings highlight that COVID-19 has clearly caused disruption, an unusual
change in economic policies, and unprecedented stock market response. Thus, endangering
investors’ portfolios and lessening diversification gains.

Our findings offer implications for both practitioners and policymakers. Our endeavor
has unequivocal policy implications. Our results inform policymakers in covering prime
developed and emerging economies regarding minimizing risk through structuring suitable
risk-sharing devices and shaping robust regulatory and informational milieu. This finding
shall assist investors and portfolio managers in better appreciating the behavior of various
asset prices in ensuing crisis phases. It underlines that COVID-19-related restrictions
hurt the financial assets markets. Our findings urge policymakers to participate in public
information initiatives, which are critical for the assets market. Practitioners are left with
apprehensions over portfolio diversification and asset allocation changes. As a result, our
study shed light on these questions. To recover the efficiency of their overall adjusted
risks, investors must include assets with relative stability, such as gold, in their investment
portfolios. Following the likelihood of commodity assets (oil and gold) as appropriate
assets for hedging and safe haven purposes, there is a replacement opportunity for the
principal financial asset classes (stocks and foreign exchanges).
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